press and didn't notice whether nato had been asked and it's hard to believe that the
secretary to nato and doesn't know and after coming back and check it out....and came it
and we did ask nato back in october and what about after the war and have to check and I
find that difficult to accept...

No....

Tends to accept aintelligence.....my initial reaction to this is and maybe I'm being too
forgiving and this is a major embarassmanet and including in his speech a flat out
falsehood that's an bad thing and we ought to get and and I don't know why there's not
more outrage from the administration and the president himself and the chances that they
intentionally including a knowing and that would be so stupid and I can't imagine that it
happened and the broader case of weapons of mass destruction and criticize them for
presenting intel information as gospel and the big vulnerability on emphasizing the wmd
too much is that tomorrow we could discover something and so that's the vulnerability
and the real vulnerability and the planning for the aftermath and which I fine to be rather
breathtaking and we all knew we'd win the war and the hardest part was going to be the
aftermath and stabilize the country and build a democracy and I think a major blunder
and weakness for the administration....and the next few weeks in any event...

There's a recognition that it's a state of embarrassment but probably doesn't have much
legs to it and a greater concern about the inadequacy...of postwar iraq and building
crescendo.....

Don't get too war on Wilson and not sent by the director of the cia and when it comes out
whoand it was the agency and somebody at the agency atinvolved in wmd and like his
wife.....notable...and this guy was not an emissary and did not and his report is
nowhere near and there's nowhere andragis have not and it's the